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Background: The Lancet Commission on Global Surgical Care (LCGSC) identified India's
improvement in surgical care to be crucial for its universal healthcare coverage attainment.
Despite agency and advocacy, research on surgical care of 'a billion people' has been limited.
We aimed to synthesize national and sub-national estimates for surgical care need, access, and
costs for India, particularly rural regions.

Methods: Data were acquired from national and international public databases and
systematically searched relevant peer-reviewed articles. We adapted the models presented in
the LCGSC 2015 report. For estimating essential surgery need, 22 conditions needing surgical
care were aggregated for creating the final estimates. Standard rates of operative procedures
for estimating the cumulative need were calculated using the average global surgical volumes
per condition per 100,000 people. Proportions of met surgical need were calculated for India
and rural India. For calculating catastrophic health expenditure (CHE) on essential surgery,
cesarean-section was used as an index procedure. Four ordinary differential equation models
were solved - rural public, rural private, urban public, and urban private for the proportion at risk
for CHE conditional on taking up the c-section surgery. Finally, the access-to-care model for
rural areas was built as a tree-based conditional dependencies model using proxies for four
factors - timeliness, safety, quality, and affordability.

Findings: In 2017, the proportional met surgical care need ranged between 25.77% to 89.95%
for India, while being as low as 2.34% - 8.18% for the rural counterpart. C-section recipients at
CHE-risk varied across rural private (28.20%), rural public (27.21%), urban private (25.44%),
and urban public (16.95%) settings. As of 2017, only 1.41% of the population or 868,459,375
people living in rural India had access to surgical care. Large heterogeneities were observed
across states for the surgical workforce, quality, and safety with generally poor care in northern
and eastern states.

Interpretation: There is a high disparity between rural and urban Indian surgical care
necessitating urgent policy attention. The sub-national differences in the surgical workforce and
unmet need require decentralized policy implementation. India’s new public health insurance
can rescue a significant population proportion from catastrophic expenditure on surgery in
private-care settings.




